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The implementation of affirmative action policies in Brazil to promote the inclusion of social groups excluded specifically based on race are a recent development. These policies vary from the creation of quotas that promote access of blacks to higher education to universalist efforts to reduce the impoverished Brazilian populations composed mostly of blacks (TELLES and BAILEY, 2002). However, the perception of these policies by white individuals is not well understood.

In this article, I present a study of racial attitudes among white college students at the Federal University of Santa Catarina (UFSC) and their opposition to affirmative action. Attitudes against affirmative action encompass a variety of arguments and values, which include some of the following notions: affirmative action consists of an unfair preferential policy; the policy is reverse discrimination; and the policy stigmatizes the people they want to help (BOBO, 1999; SEARS et al., 1997).

The purpose of this article is to advance our understanding of white opposition to affirmative action in Brazilian federal public universities. I draw on the literatures of the three main schools of thought explaining opposition to racial policies in the United States, all of which propose competing theories. However, these theories are often discussed in the context of race being a discrete, or even binary, entity. How can these theories be applied to a multiracial society in which the spectrum of skin colors is a continuum containing over a hundred distinct classifications? Therefore, I ask, do the attitudes of white students against affirmative policies reflect a new form of racism based on psychological processes (e.g. prejudice, negative stereotypes and discrimination), or are they an expression of conflicts between groups (e.g. intergroup resentment, out-group devaluation and social domination), or rather are they mere reflections of political values and predispositions? And finally, what is the role of political knowledge in shaping racial attitudes?

I argue that beliefs about social hierarchy and intergroup resentment (PRATTO et al., 1994; SIDANIUS et al., 1999) emerge as the key drivers of rejection of affirmative action by white students. Both race and class shape the social stratification in Brazil, and the origins of class cleavages result from the accumulation of either privileges or disadvantages passed on by previous generations. As a result, opposition to affirmative action...
action can maintain and strengthen group hierarchies, because the policy seeks direct and effective intervention to alter the racial status quo.

Symbolic politics is not directly applicable to the Brazilian context, because the theory was conceived in the context of American society, where a belief in individualism, self-advancement, and a Puritan work ethic are dominant values (KINDER and SEARS, 1981; SEARS, 1988; SEARS and KINDER, 1971). Political predispositions also cannot explain the opposition, because this theory focuses on political and ideological motives (SNIDERMAN and CARMINES, 1997; SNIDERMAN and PIAZZA, 1993). However, in Brazil, attitudes towards individualism, the role and size of the state, and ideology are not strongly developed among all individuals, and the general political knowledge of the population is poor (BARTELS, 1996; LUSKIN, 2002; OLIVEIRA and TURGEON, 2015).

As such, further empirical evidence is needed to explore public opinion in this area. New research methods for identifying 'socially sensitive' attitudes will be helpful for measuring people’s true attitudes. Socially sensitive issues are those that in which individuals may hold opinions that are controversial in relation to social norms, instilling fear and apprehension of stigmas and social reprisals. Issues such as sexuality, race, gender, drug use and more recently, voter buying, (CORSTANGE, 2012; GONZALEZ-OCANTOS et al., 2012) create a social desirability bias in survey answers. This pushes individuals and social groups towards expressing attitudes that are considered acceptable according to wider the social norms (BERINSKY, 2002; CORSTANGE, 2009).

My data was collected via a survey conducted at the Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina (UFSC) regarding the opinions of white students towards affirmative action. The technique I make use of is known as a list experiment and is typically applied in political science research (e.g. KUKLINSKI et al., 1997a; KUKLINSKI et al., 1997b; SNIDERMAN and CARMINES, 1997) to identify opinions on socially sensitive issues. The advantage of the approach is that it allows the researcher to question respondents indirectly, thus ensuring greater sincerity in their answers.

The results of the survey lead me to reject the social dominance hypothesis. Meanwhile, the evidence points most strongly to symbolic racism as the main driver for of white opposition to racial quotas at the Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina (UFSC). However, this pattern is only observed among individuals with advanced political knowledge. Political knowledge has a clear organizing effect on the attitudes of
the respondents. Individuals with greater political knowledge expressed markedly different attitudes to those with weak political knowledge (ZALLER, 1992).

In other words, more politically knowledgeable people are more competent in expressing their opinions and are more likely to express opinions that are consistent with their personal preferences. Social dominance theory is based on the idea of ‘group centrism’, drawn from social psychology, which posits individual identification with a group and a clear differentiation between ‘us’ and ‘them’. Racial cleavages in the US are clear and based on the one-drop rule, yet this is not at all evident in Brazil. Below, I will discuss a few possible theoretical and methodological reasons for these unexpected findings.

In Latin America and Brazil, with few exceptions (e.g., AGUILAR et al., 2015; BAILEY, 2002, 2004; BAILEY et al., 2015; BUENO and DUNNING, 2017; UFF, 2002; TURRA and VENTURI, 1995; SANTOS and SILVA, 2005), there is little public opinion research on racial issues. This study is unusual in that it maps the racial attitudes of college students in Brazil through a survey-experiment (see also TURGEON, CHAVES and WIVES, 2014; VIDIGAL, 2015), providing a more accurate picture of public opinion among those who oppose affirmative action policies in universities. This study demonstrates that research on socially sensitive issues should devote further attention to the social desirability effect, since the results of this study and others (TURGEON, CHAVES and WIVES, 2014; VIDIGAL, 2015) clearly show its effect on the opinions not only of whites, but of individuals in general. Throughout the discussion and conclusion, I discuss the specificities of the Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina, the limitations of the study and the possibility for generalization.

**Affirmative action and race relations in Brazil**

Affirmative action is a public or private policy that promotes a particular social group that is underrepresented in some institutional space or function (ZONINSEIN, 2004). As such, it is a redistributive policy because it alters an existing distribution of goods and opportunities. One justification for this change is an argument of justice: it may create a fairer social context, and promote greater overall welfare, greater social cohesion, and stronger sense of citizenship (ZONINSEIN, 2004). Affirmative action is also seen as a compensatory intervention, since the policies seek to correct discrimination and inequality imposed on certain groups in the past or present. These
policies are understood as temporary interventions, which aim to correct social distortions in access to opportunities.

The US experience with affirmative action policies is relevant to Brazil (TELLES and BAILEY, 2013) given the historical similarities between the two countries, such as the fact that they are the two largest European colonies in the Americas and that both have a history of slavery. Not surprisingly, most research on literature, public opinion, and affirmative action is focused on the US (BOBO and KLUEGEL, 1993; SEARS et al., 1997). In the US, public opinion studies often have large samples and include data on racial issues. Indeed, these types of research are canonical in US academic research (BAILEY et al., 2015).

However, the comparison between the US and Brazilian contexts is complex and should be approached with caution, due to the stark contrast in definitions of race/color between the two countries (TELLES and BAILEY, 2002). In the United States, the “one-drop rule” of racial classification prevails, whereas in Brazil racial ambiguity is celebrated. Racial classification in Brazil is dynamic process\(^2\) (MUNIZ, 2012). For example, people can be identified as light-skinned, even when displaying black features. As in many other Latin American countries, racial classification is not only perceived through physical appearance and ancestry, but also via socioeconomic position: "color is only one of many elements in the relation of race to social construction" (CARVALHO, 2005, p. 75).

A person considered black in the US is not always also considered black in Brazil. Brazilians prefer to use the term 'color' to identify people, and use different terms for classification. This term is preferred because it captures the degree of variation within the country (TELLES, 2004). Moreover, influential ideas about miscegenation in Brazil propose that whites, blacks, and Indians socialize, live, and mingle biologically to the point that racial distinctions become meaningless.

**Racial affect, social stratification, and political predispositions**

A first perspective on the opposition of whites to racial quotas is ‘symbolic racism’ or ‘new racism’. This differs from ‘traditional’ (or ‘old fashioned’) racism which proclaimed white superiority, physical segregation and legal discrimination against

\(^2\) A thorough review of the use of the race/color variable in quantitative studies can be found in Muniz (2010).
blacks (SEARS et al., 1997). Symbolic racism involves negative feelings from whites toward blacks. McConahay and Hough (1976) define it as the "expression in symbols and symbolic attitudes that black people are violating estimated values and are carrying out illegitimate demands for change in the racial status quo" (MCCONAHAY and HOUCH 1976, p. 38).

Sears (1988) and McConahay (1986) mention affirmative action opposition as one of the symbolic elements of this new racism. Symbolic racism avoids the explicit manifestations of racism, since these are no longer socially acceptable due to their incompatibility with democratic principles of equality and freedom. As a result, people began to express prejudice in a more restrained and subtle way. The new racism is based on negative feelings and opposition to policies such as 'busing', affirmative action, blacks holding public office, and social assistance (SEARS et al., 1997).

Symbolic racism is formed from three elements. First, it is described as 'symbolic', as it is formulated in abstract terms and reflects the moral code of whites about how society should be organized (KINDER and SEARS, 1981). Second, its cognitive content focuses explicitly on the blacks and on beliefs that racial discrimination is largely a thing of the past; that blacks need to just work harder to overcome their disadvantages; that blacks are making excessive demands for special treatment, are receiving too much attention from political elites, and that their earnings are often undeserved (SEARS, 1988; SEARS et al., 1997). Third, the affective component, racial attitudes stem from a mix of anti-black feelings and perceptions that blacks violate traditional values such as the work ethic, traditional morality, individualism, obedience, long-term rewards, discipline and respect for traditional authority (KINDER and SEARS, 1981).

Scholars of racial prejudice in Brazil and around the world (CAMINO et al., 2001; LIMA et al., 2006; MOSCOVICI and PÉREZ, 1999; PEREIRA, TORRES and ALMEIDA, 2003; PETTIGREW and MEERTENS, 1995) found evidence that even more subtle expressions of racism are developing, which perpetuate discriminatory behavior while not diminishing the egalitarian image that social actors hold of themselves and others. However, symbolic racism cannot explain much about the racial attitudes of Brazilians, since it is formulated under values, hegemonic in American society, of individualism, self-reliance, and the protestant work ethic. The widespread denial of racial discrimination, the paradox of miscegenation and exclusion (TELLES, 2002), and the
myth of ‘racial democracy’ have produced different dynamics in race relations in Brazil and the development of different societal values.

A second theoretical model argues that racial animus is no longer central to the attitudes and racial beliefs of whites and, moreover, that racial prejudice no longer dominates the reactions to racial policies of whites (SNIDERMAN and PIAZZA, 1993). This position, known as principled politics, focuses on political values that cause racial policies to be perceived as violating non-racial values, thus leading to their rejection by whites (SNIDERMAN and CARMINES, 1997). Hence, in this model, white opposition to affirmative action must be understood through values such as the role of the government in social life and the importance of meritocracy and individualism.

The main argument is that racial policies relate to conflicts over social welfare, driven by opposing views on the role of government and the individual obligations of citizens. When individuals evaluate public policies according to their individual political orientation, they take into account what matters to them and what does not, and then position themselves for or against a public policy.

However, principled politics may be a weak force in Brazil, given that this theory rests on political and ideological values. Attitudes and beliefs about ideology, individualism and the role of the government are not deeply ingrained in Brazil because, in general, political knowledge is poor (BARTELS, 1996; LUSKIN, 2002). Surveys consistently demonstrate that the level of political education of the general public in Brazil, and much of the world, is low (DELLI CARPINI and KEETER, 1996; TURGEON and RENNÓ, 2010). As a result, purely political and ideological motives are unlikely to explain the rejection of racial policies by whites.

A last perspective on racial attitudes is social dominance theory (e.g. FEDERICO and SIDANIUS, 2002; PRATTO et al, 1994; SIDANIUS et al., 1999). This is composed of three main ideas: 1) societies tend to be organized into hierarchical groups with different power and status; 2) politics is the competition between social groups for scarce material and symbolic resources and; 3) dominant groups often depend on a variety of collective representations (for example, ideologies and myths) to justify the disproportionate allocation of resources in society and thus reinforce the inequality between groups (FEDERICO and SIDANIUS, 2002).

This theory affirms that individuals have a preference for hierarchy within any social system and the domination of groups of lower social status, based on a
predisposition for anti-egalitarianism between groups (SIDANIUS and PRATTO, 2001). Social dominance suggests that opposition to affirmative action would have the aim of strengthening inter-group hierarchies, because affirmative action policies seek direct and effective intervention to alter the racial status quo.

Ideologies are central to the production and reproduction of racial oppression (PRATTO et al., 1994). To proceed smoothly, these ideologies must be widely accepted within a society, appearing as self-evident truths and hierarchy-legitimating myths. Myths help to stabilize oppression (PRATTO et al., 1994), such that they minimize conflict among groups (for example, Brazil's myth of 'racial democracy'). Dominant groups sense a greater threat of losing social status when policies are adopted that promote changes in the status quo. These groups more readily perceive the threat of out-groups, because its members are more likely to have higher levels of social dominance and higher levels of in-group identification (PRATTO et al., 1994).

Socioeconomic inequality in Brazil has resulted in strong class cleavages that have traditionally been considered stronger than racial cleavages (BAILEY, 2004). However, race and class both shape social stratification in Brazil. Resistance to changing the racial status quo, beliefs about social hierarchy, and intergroup resentment are hypothesized as central to the rejection of affirmative action. Therefore, social dominance theory may be more compatible with the Brazilian reality and most effectively explain opposition to racial quotas.

**Political knowledge and racial attitudes**

Political sophistication refers to the breadth, depth and organization of an individual's political cognitions (LUSKIN, 1990). An individual is politically sophisticated when "cognitions are numerous, complex and highly organized" (LUSKIN, 1990, p. 332). Political sophistication, then, is a kind of expertise. For example, ideology is a complex political cognition: a political belief system that is particularly large, wide and organized, and requires expertise about politics.

3 Racial Democracy is the myth that denies the existence of any kind of racism in Brazil. It is widely endorsed by both whites and blacks, thus serving to preclude the possibility of collective action by and for specific social groups (BAILEY, 2004). Denying that racial discrimination causes disadvantage to blacks is a central element of this myth, which impacts on both attitudes towards racial policies and actions against racism (BOBO and KLUEGEL, 1993).

4 As the results of Telles and Bailey (2013) also show, most people in Latin America point to structural factors as the primary explanation for disadvantage.
Sophistication is a latent variable, because cognitions cannot be seen or listed (BULLOCK, 2004). As mental organization is an abstraction, past studies used abstractions of speech as measurements. However, measures based on such abstractions are no longer used today (BULLOCK, 2004). Nowadays, measurement is based on knowledge demonstrated in response to factual questions (e.g. "How long is the term of office for a Senator?").

Knowledge of political facts measures the breadth and depth of cognition and is used as proxy for political sophistication (e.g. ALTHAUS, 1998; BULLOCK, 2004; DELLI CARPINI and KEETER, 1996). Hence, a sophisticated person is one who has greater political information. Delli Carpini and Keeter (1996) define political knowledge as "the range of factual information about policies that are stored in long term memory" (DELLI CARPINI and KEETER, 1996, p. 10).

Individuals with greater political knowledge are better able to form opinions that are consistent with their political predispositions (DELLI CARPINI and KEETER, 1996; ZALLER, 1992). Studies show that there are differences between the racial attitudes of individuals with different levels of political knowledge, even after controlling for other variables, such as education and income (BOBO and MASSAGLI, 2001; DELLI CARPINI and KEETER, 1996; OLIVER and MENDELBERG, 2000).

Political knowledge facilitates information processing and helps to sort out attitudes (WOOD, RHODES AND BIEK, 1995). Those possessing it can perceive, understand, and recognize the relative merits of different sources of information. Knowledge helps to crystallize attitudes because they are constructed on a more extensive and well-organized knowledge structure and provides a foundation of information for evaluation of the specific issue (WOOD, RHODES AND BIEK, 1995).

Therefore, the hypothesis here is that political knowledge plays a major role in shaping racial attitudes – not only general political knowledge, but in particular specific knowledge about racial policies. Specific knowledge about policy leads individuals to take different positions to those they would if they did not possess such knowledge (GILENS, 2001).

First, political knowledge properly organizes individual attitudes according to individual preferences. Second, greater political knowledge allows individuals to shape their political attitudes according to more abstract and complex principles. Finally, enhanced political knowledge provides individuals with an awareness of the norm of
tolerance within a democratic society and reduces the impact of racism (McCLOSKY and ZALLER, 1984; SNIDERMAN et al., 1991). Hence, if fostering the adoption of democratic norms and political tolerance reduces prejudice, and in this sense leads to greater support for affirmative action (BOBO and MASSAGLI, 2001; OLIVER and MENDELBERG, 2000; ROBISON, 2014), then it is expected that political knowledge will moderate the effects of each one of the theories discussed above.

**Method**

The measurement of attitudes towards affirmative action is difficult because it is a socially sensitive issue. More specifically, measurement of preferences is complicated in areas where there is a lack of social consensus. These problems are common on questions relating to race, sexual orientation, drug use and vote buying, which, generally, people are reluctant to answer. People prefer not to publicly disclose their preferences on such issues when faced with traditional surveys (BERINSKY, 2002; KRYSAN and COUPER, 2003). This means responses tend to suffer from a 'social desirability' effect, leading respondents to give answers that are more in-keeping with broader social norms.

The social desirability effect describes the propensity of the respondents to answer questions in a way that will be well received by others, as people care what others think of them and want to make a good impression. There is a strong motivational component, a phenomenon known as 'impression management' (BERINSKY, 2002). This effect may lead to the overestimation of 'good attitudes' or the underestimation of 'bad attitudes' according to the social norms. This trend represents a problem for conducting behavioral research using self-reported surveys. Surveys on racial attitudes paint an optimistic picture; economic and social inequality indicators, by contrast, show far less optimistic results (PAGER and QUILIAN, 2005).

Despite these difficulties, measuring attitudes about socially sensitive issues is possible due to advances in research methods, especially in survey research. The technique that I make use of is known as the 'list experiment' and it is often used in political science (e.g. KUKLINISKI et al., 1997a; KUKLINISKI et al., 1997b; SNIDERMAN and CARMINES, 1997) for this type of assessment, as it allows one to question respondents indirectly, thus ensuring greater sincerity in their answers. The premise of the list experiment is that by asking about sensitive issues indirectly, privacy is
guaranteed for respondents. They will therefore provide truthful answers, even when the social norms encourage them to answer according to what is socially desirable.

However, the gains in eliminating social desirability bias come at the cost of less efficient parameters, due to the loss of aggregated responses (i.e. the sum of items selected). Blair and Imai (2012) developed maximum likelihood estimators (ML) that can be applied to multivariate regression analysis. This method estimates values for the different parameters and thus efficiently enables exploration of respondents’ individual characteristics, and the likelihood that they will agree with the sensitive item at hand. The key advantage of the ML estimators proposed by Blair and Imai (2012) is their robust statistical efficiency, as they allow for the recovery information lost due to response aggregation. However, the validity of this method depends on several assumptions.

The first assumption is the 'no design effect'. A 'design effect' can arise when individuals evaluate the list items relative to one another. It is assumed that the addition of the sensitive item does not change the sum of the positive responses to the other control items. A design effect is when respondents evaluate the control items based on their evaluation of the sensitive item, thus altering the likelihood of agreement between control and treatment items (BLAIR and IMAI, 2012).

The second assumption is that respondents give truthful answers to the sensitive item, in short, that there are no liars. Thus, if assumptions 1 and 2 hold up, it is possible to assume that the addition of the sensitive item does not alter the responses to the control items (no design effect) and that the response to each item is true (no liars). Under these conditions, the proposed method allows researchers to conduct multivariate statistical analysis on the results of the list experiment.

In this paper, I focus on the attitudes of whites towards affirmative action in Brazilian federal universities. Only the questionnaires of self-declared white students were analyzed. The self-declaration criterion involves "internal process of rejection or acceptance of symbols, traditions and lifestyle associated with certain groups" (TELLES, 2004, p. 89), and so was chosen as the basis of classification.

Self-declaration is still the only way to avoid violating identities. This measure tends to respect preferences and allows skin color to be 'socially constructed', taking into

---

5 Two racial criteria were included in the survey: 1. the identification of the color of students' parents; and 2. a color palette (as used in 2010 Americas' Barometer), and the results held up.
account a large part of the individual, collective and circumstantial complexities involved in the construction of race/color. Self-classification tends to be a more reflective process, while the categorization made by others (e.g. an interviewer) involves perceptions of status, geographic location and individual color notions (MUNIZ, 2012), which tend to increase the ambiguity of Brazilian racial classification. Furthermore, self-declaration has been used as the official method of racial classification in Brazil since 1950 (TELLES and BAILEY, 2002). This approach thus avoids violating identities, respects preferences, and allows the expression of the individual, collective and circumstantial complexities involved in perceptions of race (MUNIZ, 2012).

The list experiment

Consider a list experiment of a random sample of N respondents from a population. In a standard design, the sample is randomly divided into a treatment group and a control group, where $T_i = 1$ ($T_i = 0$) means that the $i^{th}$ is a binary state representing whether the respondent belongs to the treatment group (1), or the control group (0). The control group respondents receive a list with $J$ control items and are asked how many items they agree with. Here, four control items were used, $J = 4$. Meanwhile, treatment group respondents receive the same control items list plus the sensitive item and are asked in the same way how many ($J + 1$) items they agree with. We assume that the first $J$ items, $j = 1, ..., J$, are the control items and the last item, $j = J + 1$ is the sensitive item. The items order on both lists (control and treatment) are always randomized to minimize order effects.

The list experiment embedded in the survey randomly assigned respondents to a baseline group, the control group or the treatment group. The control group items were as follows:

'Now let’s talk about the routes of entry into Brazilian federal universities. From the following list of items, how many do you agree with? We do not want to know with which you agree with, we are interested only in the number of items you agree with' (random order every time).

01. All universities should adopt the ENEM;
02. The increase of vacancies facilitated the entry of low-skilled students;
03. All universities should adopt a free admission system;
04. The Vestibular is not a good test to select the best students.
The sensitive item was asked as follows:

05. The reservation system for blacks (racial quotas policy) is an important policy.

The first item refers to the National Secondary Education Examination (ENEM), which is an exam conducted by the Ministry of Education of Brazil (MEC). It is used to evaluate the quality of secondary education and the results also determine access to higher education in Brazilian public universities through the Unified Selection System (SiSU). ENEM is the largest exam in Brazil and for some it is a fairer admission system as compared to one that is limited by requiring students to travel to the location of the desired university to take a specific exam at that institution.

The second item concerns the increase in the number of vacancies in the federal universities in the last decade by the government of President Lula (2003-2010), which increased the number of places in Brazilian higher education institutions by almost a third. Some believe that this allowed the entry of poorly-qualified students. The third item suggests that universities should abandon entrance exams and adopt a free admission system.

The fourth item measures attitudes towards the traditional exam in Brazilian universities, the Vestibular. The fifth and final item, the sensitive one, measures the students’ attitudes towards the reservation system for blacks, which reserves a quota of places for these candidates.

Bear in mind that all items are related to access to Brazilian public universities, which makes the survey less suspicious and more difficult for the participants to identify the research issue. These items were chosen based on the recommendations of how best to build a list from Glynn (2010). Moreover, the items were chosen in order to avoid any ceiling effect. Kuklinski et al. (1997b) note that a ceiling effect can occur when a respondent honestly answers ‘yes’ to all non-sensitive items.

When this occurs with the respondent in the treatment group, he/she no longer has enough protection to honestly report his/her response to the sensitive item and therefore he/she may underreport his/her true response. Kuklinski et al. (1997b), in their research, show an example of a large part of the control group that agreed to all non-sensitive items (ceiling effect), and consequently the results became a negative ratio of the sensitive item.
To avoid this outcome, Glynn (2010, p. 06) recommends the use of items that are negatively correlated. Among the items on our list this is the case for (01) and (04), as someone who believes the ENEM should be adopted as the means of entry to all federal universities, should never agree to a free admission system in the universities6. Therefore, false answers do not only imply a measurement error, but also implies that analysis is systematically wrong analysis, estimator signals are incorrect, and variables lack explanatory power.

Instead of the list experiment, the baseline group received a conventional and direct question about the racial quotas. This third group was created to test how the attitudes of respondents changed when confronted directly with the socially sensitive issue. The inclusion of this group thus allows for estimation of the extent of the social desirability bias. The simple embarrassment of admitting antipathy towards another group like blacks, gays, women or foreigners is sufficient to mask and distort truthful answers.

Data

The survey was designed between March and June 2014 and went online in November 2014. The survey was sent to all undergraduate students at the Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina (UFSC), to measure the attitudes of students towards the quota system. The internet has grown in scope and use, making possible the use of large, more accessible and less costly samples.

Krysan and Couper (2003) report through online experimental surveys that the effects of social desirability bias and race of the interviewer are minimized and show new directions in the area of racial studies. Other studies have also reported interesting results using similar methods in studying affirmative actions in Brazil (TURGEON et al., 2014; VIDIGAL, 2015).

The students were contacted by email and answered the survey voluntarily. Students were invited to participate in a study about the profiles of students at UFSC and the experiment asked about the means of entry into Brazilian federal universities. In total, 515 questionnaires were completed and 440 students declared themselves as

6 An argument can be made that item 04 could be seen as a general criticism of vestibular, but the empirical tests performed and shown in Table 02 demonstrates that almost none of the respondents agree with all list items, indicating that the negative correlation between items was successful and no ceiling effect was found.
white. Each questionnaire had 14 questions, and they differed only in the experimental question or baseline direct question. Among the white students, 136 answered the baseline question and 304 the list experiment. The final sample is not representative for Brazil, but it matches the variability of race (84.6% white selfDeclared) and gender (54% women) in the state of Santa Catarina.

The survey included control variables such as income, race, ethnic identity, age, gender, secondary education, and parental profiles. To measure racial attitudes, a Likert scale measured dimensions of each three theories tested in this study. Without any difference between the groups, the items measured symbolic racism, political predispositions and social dominance.

Political knowledge was included and measured as the typical sum of correct answers in a battery of questions about public affairs. A scale for this variable was constructed, consisting of 05 items measuring broad political knowledge and specific knowledge about affirmative action. The specific knowledge questions measured the knowledge about the new rules of entry into federal educational institutions, relating to the percentage of places reserved and the racial and class criteria. A political knowledge variable was created to measure the interaction of this with the racial attitudes and support of (or opposition to) racial quotas. Ideology was also measured in a typical 07-point scale.

Analyses were conducted using the list package on statistical analysis software R. The package implements the methods developed by Imai (2011), Blair and Imai (2012), Lyall, Blair and Imai (2013) and Imai, Greene and Park (2015).

**Results**

The first assumption for the list experiment analysis is that there is no design effect. A design effect can arise when individuals evaluate items relative to one another, assuming that the addition of the sensitive item does not change the sum of the positive responses to the other control items (BLAIR and IMAI, 2012). Here, the p-value with Bonferroni correction must be above the threshold (.025) and with no negative values for the estimated proportions. This test result fails to reject the null hypothesis of no design effect, for two reasons: there are no negative values in Table 01 and the alpha is above the set limit (.51), meaning that there is no evidence of design effect. Given no
evidence for a design effect, I proceeded to analyze the affirmative action list experiment.

Under the assumptions of no design effect and no liars (Assumptions 01 and 02), I estimated the population proportions of each respondent type. These estimates are shown in Table 01. Table 01 displays the number of respondents estimated for each value of the observed outcome variable \( y \) and its proportions, separately for the control and treatment groups. The results indicate that the estimated proportion of respondents agreeing with all items was very low (1.1% and 1.2%) and also the estimated proportion of respondents agreeing with zero items was low (9.8% and 8.4%). Hence, there were neither ceiling nor floor effects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( y ) value</th>
<th>( \pi_y0 )</th>
<th>( SE )</th>
<th>( \pi_y1 )</th>
<th>( SE )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>88.8</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Base de Dados Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina: Estudo das opiniões dos estudantes sobre as ações afirmativas (2014).

Note: The table displays the number of respondents for each value of the observed outcome variable '\( y \)' and its proportions, separately for the control and two treatment groups. The proportions do not sum to 100% due to rounding.

Table 02 summarizes the actual data from the experiment. Table 02 shows that only 3.6% of the respondents from the control group agreed with all the items on the list. From the perspective of the list design, this result is positive because it shows that almost none of the respondents agreed with all list items, diminishing any possible ceiling effect. Therefore, this shows that the items selected for the list provided privacy for the respondents.

Table 03 shows the difference-in-means between the experimental groups of white respondents and the baseline (direct question) group. Only 5.79% of white students chose the sensitive item and thereby expressed support for racial quotas at UFSC. This number can be compared to the baseline group, who answered the direct question, without privacy. In the baseline group, 39.7% agreed with racial quotas. This difference between the baseline group and the list experiment group (39.7% - 5.79%)
reveals an overestimation by 34% of the actual preferences on racial quotas. This indicates the existence of a huge social desirability effect. Although the difference-in-means estimator was informative, I proceeded to estimate multivariate relationships between preferences on the sensitive item and the characteristics of respondents.

### Table 02. Estimated respondent types for the list experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response value</th>
<th>Control Group</th>
<th>Treatment Group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>Proportion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>40.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>163</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Base de Dados Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina: Estudo das opiniões dos estudantes sobre as ações afirmativas (2014).

Note: The table displays the number of respondents for each value of the observed outcome variable y and its proportions, separately for the control and two treatment groups (black family and affirmative action items). The proportions do not sum to 100% due to rounding.

### Table 03. Estimated average support for racial quotas at UFSC by self-declared whites

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>A List experiment Group in %</th>
<th>B Baseline Group in %</th>
<th>B – A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39.70 (0.040)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.79 (.119)</td>
<td></td>
<td>33.91</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Base de Dados Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina: Estudo das opiniões dos estudantes sobre as ações afirmativas (2014).

According to the simple difference-in-means estimation, the list experiment indicates that 5.79% of respondents agree that racial quotas are an important policy, which is much lower than the corresponding figure (39.7%) from the direct question. Numbers in parentheses are bootstrapped standard errors.

### Explaining the approval of racial quotas: multivariate models

Table 04 shows parameter estimates from the regression models for each theory: 01. symbolic racism; 02. principled politics; 03. social dominance. The values of interest are the 'sensitive item' column, which presents the estimates for each independent variable.
The scales of all of the theories were coded so that higher values indicate greater agreement with that theory. Therefore, it was expected that there was less support for affirmative action among individuals with high scores on each scale. Estimates show that higher scores in symbolic racism or principled politics produce less support for racial quotas, as these theories would predict.

However, the coefficient for social dominance does not behave as expected. It is positive, and higher agreement with the theory leads to higher support for racial quotas. This result does not corroborate the initial hypothesis, although the estimates do not reach statistical significance. Thereby, new models were built to measure the interaction with political knowledge, since there are theoretical reasons for believing that support for racial quotas relies on individuals’ level of political knowledge.

### Table 04. Multivariate models for AAs’ support for the list experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Sensitive item</th>
<th>Control items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Est.</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>1.273</td>
<td>2.145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbolic Racism</td>
<td>-0.371</td>
<td>0.417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (women)</td>
<td>-1.432</td>
<td>1.326</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>-0.082</td>
<td>0.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Est.</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-2.594</td>
<td>3.104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Dominance</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td>0.719</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (women)</td>
<td>-1.730</td>
<td>1.560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>-0.071</td>
<td>0.134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Est.</td>
<td>SE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>3.826</td>
<td>4.753</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principled Politics</td>
<td>-0.786</td>
<td>0.932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (women)</td>
<td>-2.106</td>
<td>1.903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>-0.120</td>
<td>0.128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Base de Dados Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina: Estudo das opiniões dos estudantes sobre as ações afirmativas (2014).

Note:* .05; ** .10; *** .01.

### The role of political knowledge

Political knowledge contributes to the adoption of democratic norms and values of political tolerance, and in this regard can lead to greater support for affirmative action (ROBISON, 2014). It is expected that political knowledge will moderate the effects of each
theory, increase the effects of symbolic racism and principled policies, and finally cause the relationship of social dominance and support of affirmative action to be negative.

The estimates increase notably in the interactive models presented in Tables 05, 06 and 07. As expected, this result corroborates the theories of symbolic racism and principled politics. However, in the case of the Social Dominance interactive model, although the interaction term is in the expected direction (negative), it is not strong

Table 05. Estimates for symbolic racism with political knowledge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Sensitive Item</th>
<th>Control Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-6.596</td>
<td>0.629</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symbolic Racism</td>
<td>1.260**</td>
<td>-0.220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (women)</td>
<td>-1.673</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>-0.035</td>
<td>0.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Knowledge</td>
<td>2.280*</td>
<td>-0.299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK * Symbolic Racism</td>
<td>-0.509</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Base de Dados Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina: Estudo das opiniões dos estudantes sobre as ações afirmativas (2014).
Note:* .05; ** .10; *** .01.

Table 06. Estimates for social dominance with political knowledge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Sensitive item</th>
<th>Control Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-7.640</td>
<td>0.188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Dominance</td>
<td>1.106</td>
<td>-0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (women)</td>
<td>-1.394</td>
<td>0.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>-0.082</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Knowledge</td>
<td>1.770</td>
<td>-0.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK * Social Dominance</td>
<td>-0.206</td>
<td>0.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Base de Dados Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina: Estudo das opiniões dos estudantes sobre as ações afirmativas (2014).
Note:* .05; ** .10; *** .01.

Table 07. Estimates for principled politics with political knowledge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Sensitive item</th>
<th>Control Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>-25.329</td>
<td>0.274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Principled Politics</td>
<td>4.429**</td>
<td>-0.088</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (women)</td>
<td>2.243</td>
<td>-0.002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>-0.475</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Knowledge</td>
<td>10.681**</td>
<td>-0.228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PK * Principled Politics</td>
<td>-1.956</td>
<td>0.030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>304</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Base de Dados Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina: Estudo das opiniões dos estudantes sobre as ações afirmativas (2014).
Note:* .05; ** .10; *** .01.

The estimates increase notably in the interactive models presented in Tables 05, 06 and 07. As expected, this result corroborates the theories of symbolic racism and principled politics. However, in the case of the Social Dominance interactive model, although the interaction term is in the expected direction (negative), it is not strong
enough to change the direction of the effect. When a multiplicative interaction model is used, the coefficients of the interaction models do not indicate an average effect of a variable as they do in a purely additive model (BRAMBOR et al., 2006). The following figures show the effects between two different levels of political knowledge (high and low). The post estimation model used here is a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) based on the estimated coefficients and the estimated variance-covariance matrix from the list experiment regression model.

**Figure 01. Symbolic racism and political knowledge interaction model**

![Graph showing the relationship between symbolic racism and political knowledge levels](image)

**Source:** Base de Dados Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina: Estudo das opiniões dos estudantes sobre as ações afirmativas (2014).

Figure 01 presents evidence on symbolic racism as an explanation for opposition to affirmative action, which behaves as expected for individuals with high political knowledge (solid line). By contrast, individuals with low knowledge (dotted line) show the opposite. Principled politics, depicted in Figure 02, show similar results for individuals with both high and low political knowledge, as well as higher estimates than before – a result that is consistent with what the theory would predict. This is because the theory is based on political values which are abstract concepts (e.g. ideology), and political knowledge better organizes individual attitudes.
In Figure 03, both political knowledge levels behave similarly and not as expected, a result that suggests we should reject the initial hypothesis presented in this paper. Two explanations, theoretical and methodological, may account for these results. I shall discuss these in the next section.
Discussion

The results of my analysis shed insight into racial attitudes towards affirmative action in Brazil. The list experiment shows that only about 06% of white respondents agreed with the importance of racial quotas at the Universidade Federal de Santa Catarina. The results indicate that there is a large social desirability bias on white respondents (33.91%), consistent with previous research (VIDIGAL, 2015). It shows the empirical difficulty of measuring socially sensitive issues, such as race, and emphasizes the importance of using new survey methods.

The results indicate that racial affect and the political position of an individual continue to be key determinants of opposition to affirmative action among white students, but only among individuals with high political knowledge. The results for social dominance, show that neither individuals with high nor low political knowledge oppose affirmative action, suggesting the rejection of the hypothesis presented here.

A first explanation may be theoretical: political views are 'statements of social belonging' of social groups (KINDER, 1998). When individuals are invited to express their views, most do so based upon their social group, which carries assessments derived from different social experiences (KINDER, 1998). Belonging to a social group brings visions, roles and particular social positions, which leads to fundamental differences between blacks and whites towards public policy, racial discrimination and affirmative action.

Social dominance theory is based on the social psychology idea of 'group centrism', that is, belonging to a group and the clear differentiation between 'us' and 'them'. However, whereas in the US racial cleavages are clear and based on the one-drop rule, in Brazil that is not evident. Racial miscegenation and racial ambiguity are intimate components of Brazilian beliefs. This mindset is a part of the metaphor of the Brazilian nation and race relations in the country, which ultimately mitigates the effects of social dominance theory since the boundaries of intragroup and intergroup are not clearly defined. People live in many different social worlds and carry different social identities, and thus have a rich and vast repertoire of potential in-groups. Whichever aspect of an individual's identity that predominates depends in part on the political circumstances. Thus, white students do not automatically internalize the ideas or views of a racial in-group or out-group, and racial identity as a social group may not to be primary, implying that race is seen as a continuum rather than in binary form (TELLES, 2004).
A second explanation may be methodological. The first problem may be related to the internal validity of the items on the social dominance scale. To test this, I conducted reliability tests using Cronbach’s alpha to evaluate whether the scale was in fact a good construct. However, the alpha of the social dominance scales was 0.40, which is relatively low. Ideally, the social dominance scale should be measured with large multi-item batteries, with about 20 items (ANSOLABEHERE et al., 2008; SIDANIUS et al., 2000). However, this is not very realistic considering the typical size and response times on online political science surveys (MONDAK et al., 2010).

There are limitations on inferences that can be made from this research, because the confidence intervals cross zero and the standard errors are inflated. Again, the list experiment tends to require a large sample size (GLYNN, 2010). Here, the experimental group has around 300 respondents, and since only the treated experimental group receives the sensitive item, the N is cut in half. Compared to this, other works based on data from the list experiment in the 1991 National Race and Politics Survey in the United States have twice this number (e.g. KUKLINSKI et al., 1997a; KUKLINSKI et al., 1997b; SNIDERMAN and CARMINES, 1997). This observation should improve the planning of future studies and enhance the feasibility of this technique by making estimates more precise.

Also, the dependent variable that measures the support of students for affirmative action lacks variation, and thus it cannot fully explain the pattern. Only about 06% of respondents support the racial quotas, and there is not much variation to be explained. Despite these limitations that reduce the statistical power of the results, the survey is the first, and perhaps one of the only, to map the racial attitudes of college students in Brazil.

Finally, there may be a context effect on the race of the students. In addition to the state of Santa Catarina’s majority white population, the history of the implementation of racial quotas at UFSC is quite different to that of pioneering institutions such as the UERJ (Rio de Janeiro) and the UFBA (Bahia), the states with the highest proportions of blacks in the country. Weber et al. (2014) suggest that political conflicts over racial policies are subject to change at the state level, according to the proportion of blacks in the state population. There was never extensive discussion of

---

Glynn (2010) provides a detailed discussion and analysis of sample size and bias on list experiments.
affirmative action at UFSC. That individuals were not exposed to information, news and debates that can have an effect on public opinion, may have generated low levels of attention to racial issues at the university, limiting the development of ideas, arguments and considerations about racial quotas in comparison to contexts at other universities.

Conclusion

This paper focused on three American theories for the white opposition to affirmative action: symbolic racism, social dominance and principled politics. The interaction between political knowledge and its influence on racial attitudes was also evaluated. The social desirability effect is clear: white students do not reveal their true opinions when faced with a direct question in a traditional survey, and their support for affirmative action is extremely low.

Despite the results having limited scope for generalization, an important conclusion is the impact of political knowledge on the attitudes of the students. People with higher political knowledge are better able to express their opinions and can coherently express them in a manner that is consistent with their personal preferences. This finding has important implications for surveys with complex scales. As Zaller (1992) has asked, do individuals truly comprehend the items and are they properly expressing their preferences in the questionnaires?

People must continuously process an extraordinarily confusing and complex world around them, and this may affect the translation of their opinions in survey answers. Being able to obtain truthful answers on socially sensitive issues is one of the biggest challenges in survey research and the list experiment emerged as a methodological alternative to this problem (BLAIR and IMAI, 2012). When a strong experimental design is combined with robust statistical analysis, it can effectively explore the power of the list experiment to extract more truthful answers.

The results point the direction for future studies on racial attitudes and public opinion. First, new research on socially sensitive issues should pay attention to the social desirability effect, since the results of this study and elsewhere (TURGEON et al., 2014; VIDIGAL, 2015) show that this clearly affects expressed public opinion not only of whites, but of individuals in general. Second, researchers should attempt to disentangle the effects of race and class in Brazil through new and innovative methods. Experiments are a fruitful path to a more in-depth understanding. These recent improvements in
experimental design allow for: 01. causal inference; 02. control of variables; 03. precise measurement; and 04. the ability to explore the details of given processes (McDERMOTT, 2002). Aguilar and colleagues (2015) and Bueno and Dunning (2017) are relevant works using experiments precisely discerning race and class in Brazil.

This paper demonstrates that multivariate analysis can be performed with the standard design of the list experiment, since joint proportions and the conditional proportions can be estimated with list experiment data. These proportions allow regression analysis, the treatment of the sensitive item as missing data, and a measure for the implicit privacy protection provided by the list experiment. While the list experiment provides potential design and analysis benefits when taken seriously, there are undoubtedly other aggregated response designs that might improve the reliability of measuring socially sensitive issues.

Third, this paper has focused on the attitudes of whites, but future research should explore attitudes of other racial groups and other forms of racial classification besides the self-classification measurement approach. Finally, the development of equal opportunity policies is a sensitive issue that involves much more than the opinions and attitudes of whites, but since these affect the reality of the policies, their influence cannot be ignored.

Public policies that encourage new forms of contact, inclusion and interaction between different social groups can be particularly valuable. Affirmative action can therefore play an important role: since it provides disadvantaged social groups with a right written in law, members of this group are provided with the basic protections of a democratic society, tending to reduce hostile behavior against them.
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